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By: Selma Bichbich



Biography:
Full-Name:                   Selma Bichbich
Country:                         Algeria

1. University:       Institute of Training Teachers ENSB /University of the People (UOP)
2. Field of Study: Englsih and Literature at ENSB/Political Sceince at UOP

3. Civil society::    Social activist, SDG Advicator, Volunteer work lover

4. Organisations and networks: YOUNGO/PeaceX/UNMGCY/BOUM 
COMMUNITY/Algerian Youth Ambassadors

5. +3 project founder (« Be the Change Evernt » supervised and supported by the 
KidsRights Changemkers Foundation)

6. Together for Blue & Green will start the recruitement (for the first time) by the end of 
October A PROJECT THAT WAS FUNDED BY THE « France Embassy & The French 
Institute »

7. Porjcet that is coming soon about gender equality (only for women) caled « Mentora» 
funded by Peace first and Atlas for Development.



YOUNGO

We focus on addressing all the 
issues that are related to 
climate chnage (human 
rights,, gender equamity..)

UNMGCY Focus on SDG7 and how this 
latter can serve  SDG13

PeaceX

We focus on advocating for 
cmimate change , and how 
imporant yoith engagement in 
speaking out for climate 
change when taking actions

Together For Blue & 
Green 

We focus on human rights and 
Youth Engagment

Urgent and Presseing community 
issues :
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Other SDGs!?Climate change have been 
always one of the most 
crucial issues and this 

latter caused other results 
that were affacting other 

sectors of life...
Which is why we decided 
to include everything that 
was affected by climate as 
something that we can get 

involved in.

Yes, thanks to climate we 
have opened the floor to 
manySDGs that have made a 
great fit when fighting for 
climate, by keeping in mind 
the gender equalty and the 
repect of human rights when 
doing this, inaddtion to the 
youth voice..

OUR DUTY 



One of the campaigns 
that our team is 

working on at TFB&G



MOTIVATION

Why these issues?

I have always had a huge 
interet in climate change 

and how this latter must be 
tackled by everyone

How I did it?

Advocate for climate, 
spread awareness
Taking actions for 

climate change 

Challenges?
Many policies made by 

govermants..
Lack of awareness

Lack of engagement 
Youth voice has been always 

exluded 



Initiative
Founding an initiative where youth 
can be more involved and have an 
international support to empower 

our voice 

Solutions & actions

One of the most impt actions 
that I have been taking was 
taking part in both national 

and international 
conferences where we will 

be submitting proposals and 
suggestions to ortanbetter 

this world

Actions that were taken to 
better fight our issue!



OBJECTIVES

You can enter a subtitle 
here if you need it
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Results...
I had the chance to always get 
invited to difrrent platforms where I 
represented the youth voice and it’s 
impact, where I inspired youth to 
have more gola in community 
service and be more interested in 
social work and problem solving, by 
speaking out and taking more actions.



Another impact 
we have made!

We had the chaace to convince more 
people to be more engaged in our 
coming activities both in YOUNGO  
(where I reparesented the Human 
Rights working group, as well as the 
Algerian youth who have been 
always dreaming of being involved 
but just didn’t know how?:



MY FUTURE 
GOALS



ORGANISATION Grow my current 
intiative

Come up with 
more ideas...

Fund others

MY FUTURE GOALS



By SELMA BICHBICH


